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What does communication contribute to cultural transmission?



Introduction To communicate is to produce signals with the intention that their recipients, having recognised our communicative intention and interpreted it, acquire new pieces of information or new dispositions. Language use is the most obvious example, but communication can be non-verbal as well: a pointing gesture may attract my attention to an object, but only if I interpret correctly the pointer’s communicative intention. I would like to focus this discussion on the debated role played by communication, thus deﬁned, in cultural transmission. To many ethnographers, culture is not something that can be passed on from one individual to another by means of a rather simple cognitive operation. The transmission of most skills and dispositions, they have rightly stressed, requires more: it requires individual practice (often long and solitary); it takes place in a certain material context; it is helped by the observation of others’ movements. Practice (or training) is what makes the difference between a mere idea and a skill. Take, for instance, the acquisition of sleight-of-hand magic. Disclosing a magical trick, or committing it to memory, is fairly easy. But knowing a magician’s tricks would not make me a magician. At most, it enables me to ruin that form of entertainment for myself and a few others. For anything else, practice is needed, mostly in the form of an endless repetition of tricks, yielding a long-grown habit of tools and accessories. Practice produces changes of skill, localised in the nervous system (including the brain), but also somatic changes that have no cognitive counterpart. For instance, Graham Jones (2011: 7) reports the case of a magician who sanded the tips of his ﬁngers every morning to make them more sensitive to the most ﬁne-grained details of the coins and cards he manipulated. Many anthropologists rightly point out that such purely somatic changes matter for many kinds of expertise. Changes outside the body matter as well, as is often noted. Attaching small wheels on a child’s bike is to create a space where learning will be easier (a Vygotskian developmental psychologist might say that it widens the child’s ‘zone of proximal development’). This form of cultural transmission is found in some other animals: meerkats give weakened, sting-free scorpions to their pups (Clutton-Brock et al. 2001). Such ‘scaffolded’ learning requires some planning from helpers, but it requires no special capacity for social learning on behalf of learners. Young meerkats learn to hunt their toy scorpions with the same cognitive capacities they would use to hunt wild scorpions. 230
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Mere observation is often said to sufﬁce for social learning. Indeed, in many cases it does. Red-footed tortoises, who lead absolutely solitary lives in the wild, are able to learn how to solve a task just from watching a conspeciﬁc in a laboratory (Wilkinson et al. 2010). In some cases, observing the action is not necessary: the result sufﬁces. Thus, the habit of opening milk bottles was transmitted among English blue tits that had watched bottles being opened by other birds. A lot of human learning also happens in that grey area where observation, material scaffolding and individual practice merge (Lancy 1996).



The distinctiveness of communication Communication (as deﬁned above) differs from those mechanisms in many ways. First, it seems to require a speciﬁc cognitive capacity geared to the interpretation of others’ communicative intentions. Practice can be quite solitary, and in many cases is not social at all. Scaffolded learning requires no awareness of the fact that others have helped you; learning by observations, as red-footed tortoises show, is compatible with a very limited awareness of others as intentional agents. Communication is different. It is also peculiar in that (unlike practice and scaffolding) it leaves very few observable traces beyond words and gestures. Lastly, it seems to be rare or absent in other species. For all those reasons, acknowledging the role of communication requires researchers to take seriously the possibility that communicative dispositions may be encoded in our species’ biological baggage; that they may function with no lasting material support, and little ‘embodiment’. Maybe that is one reason why the relevance of communication for cultural transmission is often played down (see Marchand’s introduction to the special issue of the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute). Yet that is not the only reason. Abundant ethnographic research has proven that communication is much less present in many cases of cultural transmission than one would expect from seeing prototypical western cases of formal teaching. At least since Margaret Mead (1930) observed the way Balinese dancers mould the bodies of their young students, observations of the role of practice and scaffolding have accumulated. Such evidence also comes from sources that one cannot suspect of being biased against the cognitive and communicative aspects of cultural transmission. Carlo Severi’s work on so-called ‘oral traditions’ is a case in point. His work shows that even traditions that would seem to be based on pure linguistic communication, like the therapeutic chants of Kuna shamans, in fact rest on a sophisticated cultural scaffold. A certain focus on writing, Severi argues, has obscured the various ‘arts of memory’ that existed before writing, after writing and on its side (Severi 2009). This neglect, one might add, is particularly severe in mainstream cognitive science. We should no longer assume that ‘oral’ traditions are transmitted by oral means alone. More generally, the idea that cultural traditions could be reduced to bits of information passed on from one individual to another through a vacuum is a risky simpliﬁcation. While Severi takes his ﬁndings as a useful complement to the study of transmission and communication, others may be tempted to go further. Some scholars have argued that once practice, material scaffolding and observation are taken into account, there is not much to add to our understanding of cultural transmission (except to add that those factors are extremely complex and interconnected in unfathomable ways). Lancy © 2013 European Association of Social Anthropologists.
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(1996) is far from isolated when he claims that social learning, in most societies, is a matter of observation and training, not of explicit ‘teaching’. One study of Indian ship-builders ends a brief review of the anthropological literature on apprenticeship with the following conclusion: (. . .) knowledge is not possessed by a homunculus or even by the ‘mind’ of the learner. (Simpson 2006: 153) Quite characteristically, this author echoes the consensus against locating knowledge in the brain, rather than in larger and less deﬁnite entities, like the body or the environment. Indeed, the author, while he acknowledges that apprenticeship involves some changes that can only be described as mental (like getting to know one’s way inside a ship), focuses his description of an apprentice’s trajectory on bodily changes: His body had changed; his hands, feet, and knees had grown hard and callused from contact with splinters, ropes, wood, and tools. His skin had also darkened in the sun (. . .) his muscles had grown strong through repetitive heavy work. (Simpson 2006: 158) This focus on non-mental changes is understandable in the context of apprenticeship studies. Apprentices, after all, are not merely getting acquainted with the tricks of their trade. They are trying to become recognised experts. Neither the expertise nor the recognition can be gained through communication alone: a long, committed and often solitary practice is required. As Tim Ingold puts it: To be sure, the expert is more knowledgeable than the novice. What distinguishes them, however, is not a greater accumulation of mental content – as though with every increment of learning yet more representations were packed inside the head – but a greater sensitivity to cues in the environment and a greater capacity to respond to these cues with judgement and precision. The difference, if you will, is not one of how much you know but of how well you know. (2011: 161) These authors are right to insist on the dimension of personal re-creation through training, on the importance of environments, etc. What happens, however, if we push this stance to its logical extremity? What happens if we do away with communication and with the transmission of representations?



Why communication matters What happens, I fear, is that we lose all hope of explaining what makes human cultural transmission distinctive. All other non-human animals have access to a rich environment; they practise their skills and transform their brain and body through continual practice; most of them can learn by observing their conspeciﬁcs; some are cooperative enough to create zones of proximal development for others. Yet none of this seems to have yielded cultural repertoires that could rival ours. The absence of ostensive communication in other species could be a part of the explanation. Communication enhances the speciﬁcity of social learning. With it we can direct a conspeciﬁc’s attention to crucial gestures, to key aspects of the environment, that could © 2013 European Association of Social Anthropologists.
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otherwise remain under their radar. Communication helps us target our efforts of imitation at certain relevant gestures; it helps us select among the innumerable affordances that our environment offers; it helps us know what kind of skills are worth honing. By inﬂuencing individual learning in this way, we can lead others to re-discover ideas, practices and skills that are very similar to ours, so similar indeed that it makes sense to speak of reproduction. Above all, though, communication also helps us learn certain pieces of information that would otherwise be almost out of reach. When we learn from our environment, we are confronted with an array of inputs that we could use to make useful inferences. Yet all bits of information are not equally useful, and the various inferences we could draw from a given piece of information are not all equally easy and productive. Sperber and Wilson have proposed that we choose which inputs to treat, and which inferences to make from them, on the basis of what they call ‘cognitive relevance’ (Sperber and Wilson 1995: 260–). Simply put, an input is cognitively relevant when it is worth the effort of thinking about it, i.e. when the resulting inference is easily made, and has implications in many domains. As an example, consider whether you would prefer to spend 10 minutes looking at a Nepenthes insectivorous plant, or observing a rare Ginseng, assuming that both observations would cost exactly the same effort? The Nepenthes would seem to produce more surprising inferences, challenging our assumptions about the way plants feed, grow, etc. The idea of cognitive relevance roughly translates Lévi-Strauss’s famous phrase, ‘bon à penser’. Cognitive relevance, however, is hard to anticipate: one cannot know for sure how momentous an inference will be before one actually computes it. Its cognitive relevance can only be approximated. Second, some inferences are cognitively relevant, simply because they are cheap – they require little processing effort, few pieces of information must be put together to draw them. However, their cognitive consequences are shallow: they afford few novel inferences, they challenge few assumptions. These two problems sometimes result in relevant information not being treated, or being treated with shallow inferences. Some extremely relevant inferences remain almost inaccessible to most individual learners. Communication partially solves those problems. When a communicator attracts an addressee’s attention (by pointing, smiling, talking, etc.), she does two things. First, she induces the addressee to pay attention to a relevant piece of information that might have gone unnoticed. This could sometimes be done without communication, simply through scaffolding or observational learning – but in a much less precise and selective way. Second, her communicative behaviour also implies that there is more to learn about the topic at hand than the addressee would have learnt on her own. This is a good reason for the addressee to neglect cheap and shallow inferences, and devote extra effort to processing that information. This is something that other methods of learning can only achieve with huge difﬁculties. Without communication, the best a ‘teacher’ can do is physically modify her pupil’s environment in a way that forces him to think harder about a given object. This method, however, is impractical and limited in its results. It can only lead to inferences about those objects in one’s present environment that are easy to manipulate. It seems to me that this precious feature of communication, its ability to push us toward complex inferences that we would not otherwise look for, is at the root of many properties often attached to language: its ability to take us beyond the here-and-now, the speciﬁc, the © 2013 European Association of Social Anthropologists.
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immediate. True, individual learning does not forbid generalisation (after all, to learn from an experience is to generalise to other experiences); but communication-assisted learning goes further in the same direction. This makes sense if we consider that communicators implicitly encourage their addressees to widen the scope of their inferences, to look for far-ranging consequences. It could also explain why, as developmental psychologists have noticed, ostensive communication (in contrast to observation) induces children to form rich generalisations about objects and to copy gestures that do not seem to serve any transparent purpose (Csibra and Gergely 2011). In both cases, children seem to assume that what an adult communicates is somewhat deeper than what she can merely be observed doing. This assumption of depth is more or less important depending on communicative contexts. Carlo Severi shows how some ritual performers manage to convey the impression that they are much more than they seem to be, and thus mean much more than what their audience could grasp. They do so by using obscure words, but also by assuming paradoxical identities (as future or past versions of themselves, as other ritual performers, as spirits, as humans becoming spirits, as member of several incompatible religious traditions, etc.) (Severi 2004). Severi argues, quite convincingly, that their speech is cognitively appealing, not because its content is particularly deep or relevant in itself, but because they make it seem so in the context of enunciation that they create.



Conclusion Communication is not just an interesting aspect of cultural transmission in some societies. It is the foundation of some of the most distinctive features of human cultures, including material culture. We should not be too impressed by the importance that training, scaffolding and learning by observation take in many settings. The impact of communication is not proportional to the amount of time people spend communicating. Again, sleight-ofhand magic is a case in point. A given trick may take decades of painful individual training to master, but apprentices are unlikely to learn the trick for the ﬁrst time merely by observing trained magicians. The relevant moves are hard to notice, sometimes even in slow motion, and the causal structure of the action is designed to thwart decipherment. Many gestures seem merely opaque, or unremarkable, until a teacher draws attention to them. Only then can the magician start the slow and solitary process of re-discovering and incorporating a new skill in his nervous system. Yet, by the time the magician starts training, the most distinctive phase of human social learning is already over for him. Olivier Morin Central European University Department of Cognitive Science 30–34 Frankel Leo utca 1023 Budapest, Hungary [email protected]
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